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Virtual Events



First Edition in 2013

Advice Online AG -
Exhibitor at Virtual Finfair



+ 76%
+ 146%
+ 55%
+ 60%
+ 130%

Upgraded Second Edition in 2014
Performance increase over 2013



Days2 Countries36

60 2.700

Exhibitors Attendees

12.394

Organizers
E-MERGING, the financial expert network of the Swiss bank Lombard Odier teams up with 
Derivative Partners Media AG, a Zurich based financial media, to organize Anlagewelt.ch and 
Virtual Finfair, two online events in one. 

The Idea
Invite qualified and private investors to join Anlagewelt.ch – Virtual Finfair, the online financial fair 
allowing independent financial experts to connect, chat, share and collect information from 
exhibitors.

The event
Anlagewelt.ch gathered exhibitors from all over Europe in many different fields: asset
management solutions, financing, investments, insurance, real estates and many more.

Upgraded Second Edition in 2014



3rd Successful Edition in 2016



4	hours	and	
42	minutes

Min

Average time spent by attendees
in the environment

+ 32% chat conversations
+ 60% exchanged business cards
+ 21% clicks on content

Performance increase over 2014

Engagement Metrics







Press



Press



A leading community of over 21.000 professional financial advisors.  

•342Registered
Attendees

•Attendees: 114
•Exhibitor: 28

Single 
Accesses

•Attendees: 242
•Exhibitor: 109

Total Accesses

•421
Number of 

Chat 
Conversations

•Attendees: 46 min
•Exhibitors: 41 min

Average time 
spent

•638Business Cards
Exchanged

25th February 2016







Carmel Dickinson, Boring Money
Amazing experience. So easy to navigate around and do tasks. Had some fantastic
chats with delegates and set up several meetings in only the first hour of being there. I
thought I might tune out and start doing work being I was still at my desk but stayed
super engaged with the conference the whole time I was logged in.

Grant Mitchell, Senior Paraplanner
It is a lot easier on the feet and I didn't have to set off at 4.30am I am impressed

Neil Morris, Financial Adviser
Interesting experience and the concept is I have to admit slightly surreal, however, the
implications not only for conference but as individual firms is potentially enormous.
Thought process around whether you could build a website on a similar structure.

Julia Dreblow, SRI Services
Retirement Choices 2016 was a wonderfully innovative, useful event. It was a pleasure to 

attend and I made some excellent new contacts. This 'industry first' proved a really 
useful way for businesses large and small to link up - saving travel time and allowing 

visitors to come and go... which is particular valuable for those of us running small but 
busy businesses. Well done to the Panacea team!





The thing that really stood out for 
me when I was in that virtual reality 
is how much of the “real” 
conference experience I was 
getting!
- Roger Edwards, Managing
Director Roger Edwards Marketing 
Ltd

I think this 3D immersive game-like 
technology enabled real-life 
dynamics and allowed people to 
do business and find like-minded 
people in a space that is a 
demonstration that you can 
achieve [creating a feeling of 
presence] very simply.
- Derek Bradley, CEO 

PanaceaAdviser



Virtual Branch



GTE3D is an online 3D virtual financial location providing a breathtaking
and exciting life-like virtual credit union experience.

Users can login from their computer, walk around in the 3D virtual branch as
avatars, and teleport to virtual credit union desks. Within GTE3D, users
access downloadable materials, watch videos and presentations and
have the unique opportunity to interact real-life with GTE representatives’
avatars as if they were there in person.

They can learn more about GTE Financial products and services in an
engaging and game-like virtual environment. People exchange their
business cards and interact via chat or voice/video calls. Business cards,
contacts, and content are stored in a virtual bag and can be downloaded
at any time.

GTE3D is the world’s first online 3D immersive credit union virtual branch. 
It redefines virtual banking and transforms the credit union experience.



GTE Financial is a leading Tampa (FL)
$1.7 billion credit union with 22 offices,
which rates among the America’s top
50 credit unions for membership.





Radio
David Tuyo: “I thought it was amazing, at first your mind is raging, 
restless thinking about the applications and how it can be leveraged 
and used, and of course you and I traded back and forth on emails 
about that. I just think that it is a powerful new medium of how to 
enhance engagement.”

BlogTalkRadio – Oct. 16, 2015

JD: “I’ll tell you what, GTE Financial doesn’t push the envelope or 
think outside the box, they destroyed both those things a long long
time ago. Jennifer Maxfield, or as I call her J-Max, I really thought it 
was - and I meant this - the coolest thing I’ve seen in 16 years of 
banking. 



Reimagining Possible



GTE3D combines the feeling of ‘presence’ with the 
flexibility and accessibility of an online experience 
and is set to revolutionize the way organizations 
interact with their members and customers.





Engagement



Press



Career Event



Metrics
Over 500 visitors and 

4,000 clicks on content in the first week!


